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2020: Annus Horribilis
The year 2020 will go down in the history books
as a truly annus horribilis. Since March of this
year, the whole world has been affected by
the Covid-19 pandemic caused by the
SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. All facets of
our lives are affected.
On 16th of March, the Minister of Ed
ucation, Children and Youth, Claude
Meisch, announced the inevitable:
schools in Luxembourg are closing
their doors!
This news came as a blow to all the teaching
staff, parents and above all the pupils. From one
day to the next, thousands of schoolchildren
were forced to remain confined to their homes.
The typical hubbub in the corridors, classrooms and schoolyards suddenly died down,
plunging our schools into a torpor that was
previously unimaginable.
I pull my hat to all those involved in this tra
gedy: teachers and supervisory staff, staff
members of the commune, parents and of
course the schoolchildren for their perseverance and courage in these times of adversity.
They all fought and performed small miracles.
Distance learning was born. A certain normality, a benevolent routine gradually took hold.

Then came the day of deconfinement. One
more step towards the return of our daily
life? Unfortunately not! The world changed
a lot during this confinement. A new
normality was born: masks, hydroalcoholic gels, barrier gestures ... so
many things that make it difficult
to do what defines us as Humans:
exchange, interaction, simply being
together.
But we all have to move forward. Rebuild
what is destroyed. That is our nature.
With the start of the new school year on the
horizon, we must do everything we can to
ensure that future generations have the opportunity to build a life full of happiness and
satisfaction.
Let us all stick together so that the school
year 2020/2021 becomes an Annus Mirabilis!

Only together
can we achieve this.
Gilles ROTH

Deputy-Mayor

You are holding the new edition of the Schoulbuet, the information magazine of the schools
of the Mamer commune in your hands. This edition is distributed in French in all the mailboxes of the municipality. The German and English versions can be downloaded online at
www.mamer.lu/schoulbuet2020
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Foreword by the Presidents
of the School Committees
Dear parents,
This year, we are pleased to write the foreword to this year’s Schoulbuet. The past
school year has been a year like no
other. It will be remembered by
those involved - children, parents,
SEA staff, teachers, politicians. That
is why we first have a look back over
what happened the past year.
With the beginning of containment, the
school as we knew it has, so to speak,
ceased to exist. Distance education became the new normal for everyone
and students as well as colleagues
had to adapt to the new situation
in a very short time. Thanks to the
personal commitment of teachers,
parents and children, learning could
be guaranteed under these difficult
conditions for everyone. The very modern
school infrastructure and the further development of digital technology in the schools of
our commune have contributed greatly to the
smooth running of home schooling.
With the reopening of the schools at the end
of May 2020, the new challenge was to offer the children the possibility to resume almost usual schooling, while guaranteeing the
maximum respect of sanitary restrictions and
barrier gestures. A new timetable, reorganized school transport, classes divided in two
groups: these were the conditions to be met
in order to reopen the doors of our schools.
Everyone was delighted to return to a certain
normality and everyone quickly adapted to
the new school rhythm. On the initiative of
the MENJE, the teachers agreed on the most
important contents to be discussed with the
pupils and the most appropriate skills to be
developed under these new conditions in order to prepare them as well as possible for
next year’s challenges.

What is to be expected from the coming
school year 2020-2021? It is difficult to say
when the health crisis remains omnipresent
and dictates our daily life. But we are
preparing for a normal start of school,
with the health restrictions and barrier gestures that are increasingly
part of the new normality for all of
us. In order to avoid another school
closure, we will all have to continue
to show the same solidarity and collaboration as in the last weeks before the
summer holidays.
The exceptional situation of the
school year 2019-2020 and its extension for the coming year has
shown us all - children, parents,
teachers and staff, but also independent and salaried professionals
as well as employees in administrations
- how much what seems most normal to us is
an indispensable link in the well-oiled wheel
of our daily life. „I am going to school” now
takes on a very special meaning and we become more aware of how lucky we really are
to be able to do so!

We both look forward to seeing you
all safe and sound at the start
of the new school year!
Maryse BADEN

President of the EF Capellen School Committee

Marc THOMMES

President of the EF Mamer School Committee
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École Fondamentale
Mamer
General Information
Campus Kinneksbond
42, route d’Arlon
L-8210 Mamer
Tel.: 26 395 600
E-mail: president.mamer@mamerschoulen.lu
www.mamerschoulen.lu
School committee
President:
Substitutes to the President:
Members:

Marc THOMMES • Tel.: 691 32 35 11
Christiane de LA HAMETTE • Tel.: 691 32 35 12
Pascale TAPELLA • Tel.: 691 32 35 15
Julie BOVÉ; Gilles GLESENER; Stéphanie SCHMIT; Gast WEYDERT

Pascale Tapella, Gast Weydert, Stéphanie Schmit, Marc Thommes, Julie Bové,
Gilles Glesener, Christiane de la Hamette (from left to right)
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Janitors
Pascal MULLER • Tel.: 691 31 35 45
Dominique GIANNOTTE • Tel.: 621 82 32 46
E-mail: concierge-mamer@mamerschoulen.lu
Maison Relais Mamer
Managing Director:
Elisabeth MICHAELIS • Tel.: 26395 200
E-mail: mr.mamer@arcus.lu
Supervision:
7.00 am to 7.00 pm (outside school hours)
REPAMA (Représentation des parents d’élèves Mamer)
Contact:
repama@mamerschoulen.lu
LASEP
Contact:

lasep@mamerschoulen.lu
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École Fondamentale
Capellen
General Information
Capellen School Campus
45, route d’Arlon
L-8310 Capellen
Tel.: 26 395 600
E-mail: president.capellen@mamerschoulen.lu
www.mamerschoulen.lu
School Committee
President:
Members:

Maryse BADEN • Tel.: 691 31 35 28
Giovanna GIANNINI;
Leslie PEZZOLI

Giovanna Giannini, Maryse Baden, Leslie Pezzoli
(from left to right)
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Janitors
Gilles GOEHLER • Tel.: 691 31 35 40
Luc STEINMETZ • Tel.: 691 31 35 71
E-mail: concierge-cap@mamerschoulen.lu
Maison Relais Mamer
Managing Director:
Diana MENZEL • Tel.: 26 395 800
E-mail: mr.capellen@arcus.lu
Supervision:
7.00 am to 7.00 pm (outside of school hours)
REPACH (Représentation des parents d’élèves Cap/Holzem)
Contact:
repach@mamerschoulen.lu
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General
Information
Regional Directorate
17A, route de Longwy • L-8080 BERTRANGE
Tel.: 247 55 110 • secretariat.mamer@men.lu
Regional Director:

David BETTINELLI

Deputy Regional Directors:

Jackie HAUFFELS, Nadine LEMMER

Secretariat:

Tatiana GERARD, Martine KREMER-WEBER,
Mireille THEIS, Max KNEIP

School Commission
President:

Luc FELLER

Secretary:

Christiane HAMES

Members:

Maryse BADEN; Lydia BINTENER; Vanessa DEBUYS; Ben DELAGARDELLE;
Christiane de LA HAMETTE; Simone FRANK; Gilles REGENER; Franky KAYSER;
Jessica KLOPP; Nadine KNEIP; Nadine SCHMID; Pascale TAPELLA;
Marc THOMMES; Claudine VERVIER-WIRTH; Yves WATRY.

School Service
Contact:

Kim Leidi (AC Mamer)
Tel.: 31 00 31-44
servicescolaire@mamer.lu

Marc Braun (École Fondamentale)
Tel.: 26 395-600
servicescolaire@mamer.lu

School year 2020/2021
First day of school: Tuesday 15th September 2020
Schedule:

start of classes in the morning:			
end of school:
• Cycle 1:
			
• Cycles 2 - 4:

7.55 am
11.30 am
12.00 noon

Start of the afternoon classes 			
14.00 pm
(Mon, Wed, Fri)
Cycles 1 to 4: 		
end of school:			
16.00 pm
Consultations for parents:
• information meeting: at the beginning of the school year
• individual interim balance sheet discussion: at the end of each trimester
• individual consultations: by appointment
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School holidays and breaks: 2020/2021 school year
The school year begins on Tuesday, 15th September 2020 and ends on Thursday,
15th July 2021.
Autumn break:

From Saturday, 31st October 2020 to Sunday, 8th November 2020

Christmas:

From Saturday, 19th December 2020 to Sunday, 3rd January 2021

Carnival:

From Saturday, 13th February 2021 to Sunday, 21st February 2021

Easter:

From Saturday, 3rd April 2021 to Sunday, 18th April 2021

Labour Day:

Saturday, 1st May 2021

Ascension Day:

Thursday, 13th May 2021

Pentecost:

From Saturday, 22nd May 2021 to Sunday, 30th May 2021

National Day:

Wednesday, 23rd June 2021

Summer holidays: From Friday, 16th July 2021 to Tuesday, 14th September 2021
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The school development plan

Our major objective for 2021:

To implement a concept of pedagogical differentiation for our two entities
in Mamer and Capellen

The PDS (Plan de développement de l’établisse
ment scolaire - School Development Plan) is a
tool that allows the school to systematically
plan, implement and evaluate its school development approaches.

Differentiation:
what is it?
If you take a look back at your own schooling,
you will eventually find that in the past there
has always been a maximum orientation towards evaluation. We aspired to achieve the
best result, to get the best grade. However,
the actual performance achieved by the student was only a discount to this so-called
10

„Maximum”. For any child with ambition,
this reality was indeed a motivating factor to
work even better and more efficiently. However, the question must be asked: how many
children experienced their performance or
results repeatedly as failure, despite the fact
that the results they had just achieved constituted individual progress compared to their
previous results?
Differentiation therefore means an individualisation of learning: the implementation of
organisational and methodological measures
to respond to the individual talents, abilities and aspirations of the children in their
class. The starting conditions, abilities and

Mamer

strengths of pupils vary from one individual
to another. The following two corollaries flow
from this observation:
• not all children pursue the same goals;
• not all children follow the same path to
reach their goal.

Differentiation „in height”,
„in width” or their combination?
Differentiation „in height”:
The aim is to broaden the range of teaching
from a quantitative point of view (offering
more or less material, giving more or less long
exercises, allowing more or less time to complete a task ...) and from a qualitative point
of view (offering more or less long exercises
to pupils, offering them open or rather closed
exercises ...) in order to meet the needs of
each pupil.

Schoulbuet · 2020-2021

Differentiation „across the board”:
This notion concerns access to the subject.
There are pupils who have no difficulty in tackling abstract exercises or long and complex
texts, or exercises involving a lot of data and
numerical information. Others need graphic
or figurative aids to access information. Some
students have a visual memory, while others
are more receptive if they perceive the material audibly. For still others, cognitive development is through movement, and they need
to move to learn better. Among the children,
there are „lone fighters” and team players.

Different Forms
of Differentiation
External differentiation:
Students who have difficulties or need to
revise a certain subject will be supervised in
a targeted manner outside the group class
in small groups. Such groups can also be or-

|n order to make

a fair selection, everyone has
to pass the same exam:
Please climb this tree.

Each of us
has enormous
potential!
But if you measure
the capacity of a fish
climbing a tree, he’ll always
be considered a loser!
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ganized for students who have long mastered
basic skills and are looking for more complex
challenges. The aim is therefore to create
more homogenous groups at different levels.
Variable differentiation
Phases of differentiation outside the classroom take over with the work within the class
group. Pupils leave the class group for a limited period of time and will be reintegrated
into the class as soon as their questions have
been clarified, respectively their problems
solved.
Internal differentiation:
Targeted, individualized support within the
classroom (Individualized learning is not synonymous with individual and solitary learning,
but „tailored” learning). Extended forms of
work and learning (workshop work, organisation of collective or group activities, projectbased teaching, etc.) are regularly offered in

12

order to meet the requirements of the heterogeneity of the class and, ultimately, to enable
all children to benefit from the advantages
of this heterogeneity. The heterogeneity and
the great diversity of profiles that arise in our
classrooms today pose real challenges to effective differentiation, challenges that are
taken up by teachers in our schools. In order
to cater for different learning profiles and to
facilitate the assimilation and treatment of
school subjects through different learning
channels (sight, hearing, feeling ...), teachers
are committed to diversifying learning situations on several levels: arrangement of space,
diversification of methodological approaches,
use of diversified teaching materials, movement, social interaction and learning content.
Further information on the exciting topic of
„differentiation” and its practical application
will be provided by the class teachers at the
parent’s meetings.

Mamer
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Cycle 1: Early childhood education
(optional)

communicative and social, physical and motor,
emotional and cognitive capacities.
Admission: Every child who has reached the
age of three by September 1st, 2020 can be
admitted to an early education class.
Enrolment: Enrolment is free and must be for
a minimum of three half-days per week (including at least one afternoon).

Attendance of early childhood education is not
compulsory. It does, however, allow children to
make contact with other children in a playful
way. From early childhood on, children should
be prepared for an independent life full of
discovery and learning. Through contact with
others, children can develop their linguistic,

Second enrolment: The Commune of Mamer will organize a second enrolment for
early education after the Christmas holiday
for children who will have reached the age of
three between September 1st and December
31th 2020. The enrolment of these children
depends on the availability of free capacities
School transport: According to a ministerial decree, the municipality does not provide
school transport for early childhood education.

École Fondamentale MAMER - Cycle 1 Early childhood education
Class
MPcA
MPcB
MPcC
MPcD

Teacher
Morby Anouk
Eschette Anne-Marie /
Steimes Manon
Braun Nancy
Even Marie / Scheer Patty

Educator
Zahles Tanja
Dauphin Sandy /
Pires Chloé
Wulff Christian
Alves Sandra

Telephone
26 395 - 305
26 395 - 308
26 395 - 307
26 395 - 304

École Fondamentale CAPELLEN - Cycle 1 Early childhood education
Class
CPcA

Teacher
Weydert Françoise

Educator
Hoscheid Sandy
Mergen Sandra
Welbes Stéphanie

Telephone
26 395 - 732
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Cycle 1: pre-school education
Every child who is four years old on September
1st, 2020 must attend pre-school education.
Pre-school education is held in mixed groups.
So in each class, children from the first and
second year of play school are mixed. Such
a system promotes communication and the
social learning process. It increases the possibilities of imitation, support and cooperation
between children of different ages.

École Fondamentale MAMER - Cycle 1: pre-school education
Class
Teacher
MPsA
Darné Natalie
MPsB
Collé Liette
MPsC
Feller Michèle
MPsD
Zeien Taiga
MPsE
Perl Michèle
MPsF
Lehners Audrey
MPsG
Pezzoli Cristina
Other teaching tasks of Cycle 1
de la Hamette Christiane
Da Silva Pinto Célia
Cherry Laurence
Gengler Gwendy
Educator
Kremer Claudine

Telephone
26 395 - 406
26 395 - 405
26 395 - 404
26 395 - 407
26 395 - 402
26 395 - 403
26 395 - 409

École Fondamentale CAPELLEN - Cycle 1: pre-school education
Class
Teacher
CPsA
Straus Annick
CPsB
Pezzoli Leslie
CPsC
Scholtes Nathalie
CPsD
Neumann Liz
Other teaching tasks of Cycle 1
Lanners Caroline
Mammola Alessandra
Gengler Gwendy
Educator
Kremer Claudine
14

Telephone
26 395 - 742
26 395 - 743
26 395 - 739
26 395 - 740
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Cycles 2 to 4: The primary school
Cycles 2, 3 and 4 of primary school include the
following developmental and learning areas:
• Literacy, the German, French and Luxembourgish languages and openness to
languages
• Mathematics

• The first steps in natural and human
sciences
• Physical expression, psychomotor skills,
sport and health
• The discovery of aesthetics, creation and
culture as well as art and music

École Fondamentale MAMER - Cycle 2
Class
M2.1A
M2.1B
M2.1C
M2.1D
M2.2A
M2.2B
M2.2C
M2.2D
M2.2E

Teacher
Carier Tom
Feller Carole
Brucher Anne
Simon Anouk
Schmit Stéphanie / Dockendorf Lisy
Witry Catherine / Dockendorf Lisy
Jungbluth Eric
Collé Corinne
Seiwerath Emmanuelle

Telephone
26 395 - 612
26 395 - 616
26 395 - 615
26 395 - 614
26 395 - 608
26 395 - 645
26 395 - 606
26 395 - 611
26 395 - 609

École Fondamentale MAMER - Cycle 3
Class
M3.1A
M3.1B
M3.1C
M3.1D
M3.2A
M3.2B
M3.2C
M3.2D
M3.2E

Teacher
Lepage Laurent
Braas Gilles
Meis Marthe
Loury Alexandre
Marx Marcelle
Olinger Luc
Servais Daisy
Casoli Daniel
Meyer Cathy

Telephone
26 395 - 631
26 395 - 632
26 395 - 633
26 395 - 629
26 395 - 628
26 395 - 623
26 395 - 625
26 395 - 626
26 395 - 655
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École Fondamentale MAMER - Cycle 4
Class
M4.1A
M4.1B
M4.1C
M4.1D
M4.1E
M4.2A
M4.2B
M4.2C
M4.2D
M4.2E

Teacher
Greiveldinger Claude
Glodt Bianca
Kauth Carole
Lemmer Annick
Bleser Michèle
Feyereisen Bob
Weydert Gast
Decker Julie
Sayed Amira
Servais Jeff

Other teaching tasks of Cycles 2 to 4
Bertinchamps Pierre
CHERET Aurélie
Cordella Raffaella
De Sa Fernandes Marlene
Diederich Monique
Faber Liz
Glesener Gilles
Kristiansen Alyssa
Regenwetter Roy
Reuter Danièle
Schmit Annick
Thommes Marc
Wagner Lynn
Vieira Dos Santos Céline
Welter Françoise
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Telephone
26 395 - 663
26 395 - 658
26 395 - 665
26 395 - 660
26 395 - 647
26 395 - 656
26 395 - 661
26 395 - 648
26 395 - 653
26 395 - 650
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École Fondamentale CAPELLEN - Cycle 2
Class
C2.1A
C2.1B
C2.2A

Teacher
Lepage Guy
Schmit Christine
Neiens Gilles

Telephone
26 395 - 702
26 395 - 704
26 395 - 707

École Fondamentale CAPELLEN - Cycle 3
Class
C3.1A
C3.1B
C3.2A

Teacher
Giannini Giovanna
Sommavilla Carole
Baden Maryse

Telephone
26 395 - 719
26 395 - 723
26 395 - 721

École Fondamentale CAPELLEN - Cycle 4
Class
C4.1A
C4.1B
C4.2A

Teacher
Hein Joëlle
Fratoni Nathalie
Wojsischowski Serge

Telephone
26 395 - 714
26 395 - 713
26 395 - 718

Other teaching tasks of Cycles 2 to 4
Dziadek Anja
Jemming Sandy
KRISTIANSEN Alyssa
May Nadine
Diederich Monique
Stiletto Mike

26 395 - 720
26 395 - 705
26 395 - 705
26 395 - 724
26 395 - 721
26 395 - 716
17
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Support courses
for newcomers
Who is this course for?
To children who have only been living in this
country for a short time and who do not
speak any or only one of the three common
languages in primary school.

How does the
accompaniment work?
On the one hand, the newcoming children belong to a school class and are also supported
during regular school lessons by specific language support.

Teacher
Specially trained teachers support the new arrivals for several months up to several years.

18

These language lessons are based on an interactive approach. The pupils should find
their way in their new environment and learn
the new language sufficiently. This enables
them to express themselves and, thanks to
their newly acquired language skills, to follow
the lessons in their class. During the acclimatisation phase, the teacher from the Accueil
will sporadically assist the pupils to integrate
into their class.

In charge of newcomers
Mamer:

Breden Tanja

Capellen: Bintener Stéphanie 26 395 - 712

Mamer
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Gymnastics and
swimming lessons

Children who cannot attend gymnastics and
swimming lessons for a specific reason must
be present in the swimming pool or gymnasium and take their places as instructed.
They must listen carefully to the explanations
of the responsible teachers so that they can
take part in the next possible gymnastics or
swimming lesson without any problems

Teachers Mamer

Teachers Capellen

Bouché Martine
Bour Christian
Cheret Aurélie
Tapella Pascale

Heuschling Simone

19
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Team for special needs
In everyday school life, our students often
face challenges that seem difficult to them
and sometimes difficult to solve on their own.
These difficulties can have a school, emotional or social origin and should ideally be solved
as soon as possible. The students should be
supported in this process.
Therefore, the social pedagogues and the
support teachers of the schools in Mamer and

Capellen work closely together to provide the
pupils with academic and emotional support.
Finding solutions together and planning and
implementing solutions together is the core
task. The different methods are individually
adapted to pupils and an open and honest
exchange between the class leadership, the
parents and other interaction partners is an
important part of this approach for positive
and productive work.

Julie BOVÉ (I-EBS), Véronique WELTER (Social pedagogue),
Mireille FANDEL (I-EBS) (from left to right)
Silvia Rodriguez (Social pedagogue, not illustrated)

20
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Espace Écoute et Parole «Oppent Ouer»
Psychological counselling for pupils
The goal is to support children in their school career and to ensure a harmonious personal,
social, and emotional development.
The team offers help and support if your child
has:
Difficulties at school
• The child is anxious and/or stressed
by school
• The child has difficulties in peer
relationships
• The child shows behaviour problems in
the classroom
• The child shows a decrease in
school motivation
• School results are dropping noticeably

The support offers
• Psychological counselling to help the
child to overcome any psycho-affective
difficulties
• Parental guidance
• Consultation with the child, the parents
and the teachers aimed at understanding
the child’s difficulties at school and
grasping the issues (together and/or
individually as required)
• Diagnostic assessments to support
recommendations for educational
modifications
• If necessary, cooperation and referral
with/to specialized out-of-school services
(therapists, doctors, family services...)
Consultations are confidential
and for free.

Contact:
Équipe de soutien pour élèves
Direction de Région 02 - Mamer
17A, route de Longwy · L-8080 Bertrange
Stina PASCOLINI, Psychologue
Tel.: 247 55 115
E-mail: stina.pascolini@men.lu
Emotional or psychological problems
• The child’s behaviour has changed (withdrawal attitude, sadness, aggressiveness,
lack of respect for rules …)
• The child lacks self-confidence
• The child reports frequent somatic complaints
• The family situation has changed (e.g. divorce, disease, death …)
21
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Our school rules
Developed by teachers, parent representatives and Maison Relais officials.

General rules for parents

General rules for Pupils

• We make sure that our child respects school
schedules.

• I am on time for class to start.

• In case of sickness, we inform the teaching
staff before 9 am at the latest.
• We teach our child respect for others and
basic rules of good conduct.
• We support our child in his/her schoolwork
and create a favorable environment for
learning at home.

• I respect the instructions of the educators
and teachers.
• I do not dirty school buildings or the playground, or the bus.
• I am not intentionally hurting anyone.
• I am not damaging anything.
• I bring healthy snacks and drinks.

• We make sure that our child has the necessary school materials for the proper functioning of the course.
• We check homework and materials.
• We convey a positive approach to school.
• We listen to the teachers and support them
in their pedagogical approach.
• We are open to dialogue with teachers and
we support them in their educational efforts.
• In case of misconduct of our children, we
accept the disciplinary consequences given
by teachers.

• I put away my schoolbag and I take care of
my clothes.

• We make sure that our child has a healthy
recess snack.

• I leave electronics and dangerous objects at
home.
• I behave calmly, I walk slowly, I do not play
ball in school buildings, or on the bus.
• I do not play indoors without permission or
supervision.

22
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School Libraries
The Campus Mamer „Kinneksbond” and the Campus Capellen each have a school library.
Students from both schools can borrow books from both libraries. These contain more than
11.000 books including 600 audio books. All books are electronically recorded. The offer includes not only reading and non-fiction books for children in cycles 2 to 4, but is also aimed at
3 to 6-year-olds in cycle 1. In addition to German-language picture books, French, Portuguese
and English books are also available to enable all parents to read to their children in their
mother tongue. Students, parents and teachers can find out more about the library’s holdings
at www.mamerschoulen.lu. Given the central role of the parental home in promoting reading,
the libraries in Mamer and Capellen are also open outside of official school hours.

LIBRARY
CAPELLEN

You can
borrow books
at both
locations!!

LIBRARY
MAMER

23
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Library Mamer:

Library Capellen:

The librarian:

The librarian:
Simone HEUSCHLING
simone.heuschling@mamerschoulen.lu
Tel.: 26 395-708

Tom CARIER
tom.carier@mamerschoulen.lu
Tel.: 26 395-622

Opening hours
Wednesday: 4 to 5 pm
Saturday:

1.45 to 4.15 pm

Open during the holidays on the following
Saturdays from 1.45 to 4.15 pm:
• Christmas holidays: 19th December 2020
• Osterferien: 3rd April 2021
• Easter vacation: 17th July &
11th September 2021 (return of books)
All students (except cycle 4.2) can borrow
books during the summer holidays.
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Opening hours
Wednesday: 4 to 4.45 pm
The library is closed during the school
holidays.
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Vivarium
Our Vivarium team offers all pupils from cycles 1 to 4 of the Commune of Mamer scientific
workshops with exotic animals throughout the school year.

Contacts:
Gast WEYDERT
gast.weydert@mamerschoulen.lu
Laurent LEPAGE
laurent.lepage@mamerschoulen.lu

Vivarium TV on
www.mamerschoulen.lu
facebook.com/vivariummamer
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School transportation
Pedibus
The Pedibus has everything of a traditional bus except an engine and operates with adults who
offer schoolchildren a pedestrian accompaniment on the way to and from school. The children
wait for the Pedibus at the agreed meeting point (stop), to walk with it to school. Throughout
the journey, the Pedibus picks up children at the various stops who join the convoy. Nothing
could be simpler. On the route of the Pedibus the logo of the Schoulwee is marked on the
ground, on the bus stops the logo of the Pedibus is displayed. The major arguments for the
Pedibus are the increase in road safety, the gain in social contact, the educational gain, the
ecological gain and the health gain.

School bus
Our school buses take students to and from school and back home at set times. The different
routes are clearly marked with pictures of animals. This ensures that there is no confusion
around the bus stops and the risk of getting on the wrong bus is minimal. An adult accompanies all bus journeys.
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Pedibus and Bus Staff
All student transport - be it the Pedibus or the school bus - is accompanied by adults. Here they are
in our family photo.

1

2

3

4

12

5

9
6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7

Klein-Kremer Malou
Kremer Claudine
Prumbaum Tina
Muller-Valero Weibel Marie
Lehmann Dagmar
Wulff Christian

10

11

13

14

15

16

8

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Nunes Anne-Marie
Beewa-Schreiber Hélène
Coufalova Andrea
Dunkel Jessica
Sassel-Flammang Mireille
Kontz-Krause Astrid

13.
14.
15.
16.

Zahles Tanja
Monaco Donatella
Seyler-Buny Jeanne
Colling Gisèle

Not illustrated on the photo: DAUPHIN Sandy, HOSCHEID Sandy, MERGEN Sandra, PIRES Chloé,
WELBES Stéphanie, ALVES DE OLIVEIRA Sandra.
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Pedibus Route

Mamer

NEW

tracé pedibus

passages pour piétons

sur trottoir

sur le tracé pedibus

arrêt pedibus

NEW

PEDIBUS Capellen I
Arrêt

Aller

Retour

Arrêt

Aller

Retour

07h35

13h40

12h17

16h17

5

07h47

13h52

12h05

16h05

2

07h37

13h42

12h15

16h15

6

07h48

13h53

12h06

16h06

3

07h39

13h44

12h13

16h13

7

07h53

13h58

12h02

16h02

4

07h41

13h46

12h11

16h11

wali 2019

1
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School transportation

Mamer

arrêt bus

BUS MAMER 1
Arrêt

lundi / mercredi / vendredi
Aller

1
07h35

13h45

3

07h45

13h52

12h05

16h05

12h11

16h11

12

mardi / jeudi
Aller
12
07h35

Retour
12h05
12h11

07h45

wali 2019

2

Retour

tracé bus

BUS MAMER 2

arrêt bus

BUS MAMER 2
Aller

1

Retour

12h05

16h05

mardi / jeudi
Aller
12

Retour

12h05

2

07h32

13h35

12h08

16h08

07h32

12h08

3

07h35

13h38

12h11

16h11

07h35

12h11

4

07h37

13h40

12h13

16h13

07h37

12h13

5

07h40

13h43

12h16

16h16

07h40

12h16

6

07h43

13h45

12h18

16h18

07h43

12h18

7

07h46

13h48

07h46

wali 2019

Arrêt

lundi / mercredi / vendredi
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tracé bus

BUS MAMER 3

arrêt bus

BUS MAMER 3
Arrêt

lundi / mercredi / vendredi
Aller

1

tracé bus

mardi / jeudi

Retour
12h07

16h07

Aller
12

Retour
12h07

2

07h35

13h35

12h13

16h13

07h35

12h13

3

07h36

13h36

12h14

16h14

07h36

12h14

4

07h39

13h39

12h17

16h17

07h39

12h17

5

07h40

13h40

12h18

16h18

07h40

12h18

6

07h41

13h41

12h19

16h19

07h41

12h19

7a/r

07h42

13h42

12h12

16h12

07h42

12h12

8

07h45

13h45

BUS MAMER 4

wali 2019

07h45

arrêt bus

BUS MAMER 4
Arrêt

lundi / mercredi / vendredi
Aller

1

Retour
12h07

16h07

mardi / jeudi
Aller
12

Retour
12h07

2

07h36

13h36

12h12

16h12

07h36

12h12

3

07h39

13h39

12h15

16h15

07h39

12h15

4

07h41

13h41

12h17

16h17

07h41

12h17

5

07h42

13h42

12h18

16h18

07h42

12h18

6

07h43

13h43

12h19

16h19

07h43

12h19

7

07h45

13h45

wali 2019

07h45
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School transportation

Mamer

NEW

BUS CAPELLEN 1
lundi / mercredi / vendredi

Arrêt

Aller

1

Retour
12h05

16h05

mardi / jeudi
Aller

Retour

12

12h05

2

07h26

13h33

12h12

16h12

07h26

12h12

3

07h28

13h35

12h14

16h14

07h28

12h14

4

07h32

13h39

12h18

16h18

07h32

12h18

5

07h34

13h41

12h20

16h20

07h34

12h20

6

07h40

13h47

12h08

16h10

07h40

12h10

7

07h48

13h53

wali 2019

07h48

tracé bus

BUS HOLZEM 1

CAPELLEN

HOLZEM

Aller

1

Retour
12h05

16h05

mardi / jeudi
Aller
12

Retour
12h05

2a/r

07h29

13h39

12h23

16h23

07h29

12h23

3a/r

07h32

13h42

12h21

16h21

07h32

12h21

4a/r

07h24

13h34

12h18

16h18

07h24

12h18

5a/r

07h43

13h51

12h10

16h10

07h43

12h10

6a/r

07h45

13h53

12h08

16h08

07h45

12h08

7

07h48

13h56

07h48

wali 2019

Arrêt

lundi / mercredi / vendredi
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Maison Relais Mamer Kinneksbond
and Capellen
What to expect from the Maison
Relais:
• High quality and educational work with
children
• A support for parents
• A sympathetic ear for everyone

Meanings of the Maison Relais
For the kids:

• Being allowed to express your own opinion
• Healthy nutrition
For the family:
• Cooperation with the parents
• Contact person for the parents
• Possible pedagogical support and advice

• Nice atmosphere, fun and joy

• Parents’ exchange and parents’ evening

• Feeling of security, well-being,
being accepted and respected

• Information

• Be allowed to be a child
• A safe and varied environment
• A place to develop skills and interests
• A place to make friends
• Help with homework
• Varied leisure activities (sports, handicrafts,
games, music, nature activities)
• Possibility to choose activities (games,
comrades, activities)
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• Co-determination of the children
(e.g. interior design)

• Flexibility

Registration
All registrations at the Maison Relais are carried out by means of predefined modules.
The calculation is then made on the basis of
entire modules. The enrolment by modules
allows the following variants:
• Year-round enrolment
• Monthly enrollment
• Occasional registration

Mamer
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The financial contribution is made through
the chèque-service accueil system: parents
who wish to use the chèque-service must register their children with the local authority of
their place of residence. An individual identity card will be issued to them. Registration is
free and valid for twelve months.
You can find more details about the chèqueservice system here:
• www.mamerschoulen.lu
• www.staarkkanner.lu
• www.arcus.lu
or directly at the Maisons Relais Mamer or
Capellen
If you have any questions about the registration formalities, the communes citizen centre
(Biergerzenter) of your commune is at your disposal for further information (Tel.: 31 00 31-48).
In order to benefit from an additional reduc-

tion on the vouchers for childcare, the following
documents must be presented
• If you are obliged to file an income tax return: a copy of the most recently issued tax
assessment
• If you are not obliged to file an income tax
return: an income certificate issued by the
tax office showing that you are not obliged
to file an income tax return and a copy of
the annual income statement, or for freelancers a recent income certificate issued
by the Centre commun de la sécurité sociale (CNS).
• If you are not taxed in Luxembourg: the
last three pay slips
• If you receive alimony for a child living in
the household: court order, restraining
order, etc.
Without these documents, the maximum
amounts will be charged.

Maison Relais Kinneksbond Mamer:

Maison Relais Capellen:

42, route d’Arlon · L-8210 Mamer
Management: Elisabeth Michaelis
mr.mamer@arcus.lu
Tel.: 26395-200 ou 691 323 500

45, route d’Arlon · L-8310 Capellen
Management: Diana Menzel
mr.capellen@arcus.lu
Tel.: 26395-800

Opening hours Mamer & Capellen:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday: 7.00 to 8.00 am / 11.30 am to 2.00 pm / 4.00 to 7.00 pm
Tuesday & Thursday:
7.00 to 8.00 am / 11.30 am to 7.00 pm
During the school holidays, the Maison Relais is open from 7.00 am to 7.00 pm, but is closed
on public holidays.
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UGDA Music School

Further information:
Claude LENTZ
Tel.: 31 00 31-45
claude.lentz@mamer.lu
www.ugda.lu

Together with the UGDA (Union Grand-Duc
Adolphe), the Municipal Administration of
Mamer organizes annual courses of musical,
instrumental and choral training. The courses take place on the Campus „Kinneksbond”
in Mamer. Registration forms for the music
courses are available at the beginning of the
year in the „Gemengebuet” and on the website
www.mamer.lu in PDF format.
Since the school year 2016/2017, a state support for parents to cover the cost of the school
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fees in music education has been in place. It
is allocated directly by the Ministry of Culture.
For any further information on this support,
you may contact the Commissariat à l’enseigne
ment musical by phone at 247 - 86638, or on
the website http://em.men.lu where you will
also find the application for state aid.
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Art at school
The Commission for Cultural Affairs of the
Commune of Mamer offers art workshops at
school for pupils in cycles 2.2 to 4.2. during
the week and after school. Approaching art
through various techniques (drawing, painting, sculpture, modeling ...), the workshops will
target above all the creativity of the children.

Parents will be informed by letter at the
beginning of the school year about the organisation of these courses. The courses take place
on Mondays and Wednesdays after school
from 4.10 to 5.40 pm at the school (Campus
Kinneksbond). Places are limited.

Music at School
During usual school hours, the Commission
for Cultural Affairs organises six different
music workshops to give pupils of cycles 2 to
4 the opportunity to discover different instru
ments (guitar, saxophone, strings, drums,
etc.).
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Sports activities are organized by LASEP (League of Sports Associations
in Primary Education) for children in primary and pre-school classes.
Details of the organization will be communicated to the pupils after
the start of the school year. The activities take place at the Sports Hall
Kinneksbond in Mamer and Capellen.

LASEP Mamer:
Every Tuesday:
Cycle 2:
1.30 to 2.30 pm
Cycle 3 to 4:
2.30 to 3.30 pm
Every Thursday:
Cycle 1:
1.30 to 2.30 pm
(preschool)

LASEP Capellen:
Every Tuesday:
Cycle 2 to 4:
2 to 3 pm
Every Thursday:
Cycle 1:
2 to 3 pm
(preschool)

Contact:
Daniel CASOLI (Lehrer)
daniel.casoli@mamerschoulen.lu
More info: www.lasep.lu
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Parent’s Representatives
The Parent’s Representatives are the link
between the various partners in the Luxembourgish school system. Their mission is to
support dialogue within the school community. The Parent’s Representatives are interested in the school education of all school
children in the commune. Their aims are to
provide information and advice. They help
parents to find their way around the school
system. Within the framework of the new primary school system, the Parent’s Representatives are competent contacts in matters concerning school rhythm, educational needs,
children’s health and safety, school charter,
children’s rights, teaching staff, careers, etc.).
The main challenge is to accompany and understand the school development plan. (see

page 10). The members invite parents to inform themselves, share experiences and fulfil
their role within the school community.

Contact
RePaMa: repama@mamerschoulen.lu
RePaCH: repach@mamerschoulen.lu

Info
Since September 2019 the schools in Mamer
and Capellen operate independently. Therefore, the Parent’s Representatives have decided to form two units: RePaMa (Representatives of the Parents of Mamerschoulen) and
RePaCH (Representatives of the Parents of
Capellen and Holzem).

Members RePaMa

Members RePaCh

BERTEMES ép MAUSEN Alexandra
BONDAR Irina
CAGADIDID Curri
DELAGARDELLE Ben
FABER Carine
FELIX Sandra
GRUNOW Dunja
KAYSER Franky
KOLLWELTER ép WEIS Isabelle
PAPADOPOULOU Eleonora

DEBUYS-TARANTINI Vanessa
WATRY Yves
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Parent’s Associations
APEM

APECH

The Committee

The Committee

President: Dunja GRUNOW

President:

Mireille PAGANO-PHILIPPE

Treasurer: Eugenio GIORGIO GAGGIA

Vice-President:

Liette LUDOVICY

Secretary: 	Isabelle WEIS-KOLLWELTER

Treasurer:

Jenny BOEHLER

Members: Dilek AYGÜN GÖDEKOGLU;
Fabienne CLABOTS; Mirela DELIC;
Elvire FERBER; Carine FABER;
Sandra FELIX; Angela DE FLORA;
Katia MAUER; Alexandra MAUSENBERTEMES; Eleonora PAPADOPOULUS-ALVANOU; Ivan PETRENKO;
Pedro RIBEIRO

Secretary:

Tania Ribeiro

Members:

Kim ARRENSDORFF;
Vanessa DEBUYS;
Shimaa HUSSEIN;
Malou HEUERTZ;
Françoise JAMINET;
Tania RIBEIRO; Yves WATRY

Contact:

Contact:

Tania Ribeiro

Dunja Grunow
dunjagrunow@hotmail.com
Tel.: 621 507 077

associationapech@gmail.com
Tel.: 661 787 885

Dear parents,
As the current pandemic situation does not allow us to organize our traditional „meet
and greet” at the start of the new school year, the parent’s associations of Mamer and
Capellen will distribute a small snack to all the pupils attending our schools to mark this
new school year.
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The safe way to school
Increased attention at the start of
the new school year
Especially younger children are not yet aware
of the dangers of the road and are less visible
because of their small size. In addition, there
is a certain amount of excitement at the start
of the school year, which can make them forget the basic traffic rules. Special attention is
therefore required from all road users:
• Be attentive and watch out for children.
• Adapt your speed to the surroundings of
schools.

• Drive or go to school together several times.
• Follow the traffic rules yourself: do not park
on pedestrian crossings or the pavement.
• Make sure your child always gets in and out
of the car on the side of the sidewalk.

I am visible
To make it easier for motorists to see me in
the dark, I wear:
• Light-coloured clothes,
• reflective stripes on my clothes and on my
schoolbag,

Left, right, left ...

• a safety vest.

• I always walk on the safe side of the sidewalk, away from cars.

Seat belt and child seat

• I cross the street at the crosswalk: red I have
to stop, green I can walk but I stay alert. If
there are no traffic lights, I look left, right
and left again before crossing the street.

• In the car, you should always
be fastened, either with
the seat belt or in the
child seat.

• If there is no crosswalk, I wait at the line of
sight where I can see the road and where
motorists can see me. Then left, right, left ...

Parents lead by example
Explain to your child(ren) the basic rules of
the road.
• Make your child(ren) aware of the dangers
of the road.

Even for short distances

• A child aged between
3 and 17 years of age,
whose height is less
than 150 cm, must be
transported in a child
seat or booster seat that
corresponds to his or her
height and weight.

A motorist sees a pedestrian dressed in dark clothing at
a distance of 25 m, a pedestrian with light clothing at 40 m
and a pedestrian with reflective accessories at 140 m.

25 m

40 m

140 m
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(Drawing provided by
the Luxembourg Police)

With the help of
their parents,
children can color
in this drawing and
- in a fun way - be
made aware of the
basic traffic rules.

A colorful start
to the new
school year
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Social and support services
Medical-social school team
Assistant for social hygiene
Mme Sophie Reiser
Tel.: 54 46 46 249
Medical-social centre:
2, rue J.C. Marshall
L-2181 Luxembourg
Tel.: 48 83 33

Doctors
Mamer
Dr Maria Barth, General Practitioner
Tel.: 27 39 79 37
Dr Jeff Fischer, General Practitioner
Tel.: 31 23 73
Capellen:
Dr Manette Ewert, General Practitioner
Tel.: 27 39 09 39
Dentist (Ministry of Health)
Dr Nathalie Groff
Tel.: 247 85613

Service Sick Children At Home
95, rue de Bonnevoie
L-1260 Luxembourg
Tel.: 48 07 79
Info: www.skkd.lu

Subsidy by the municipality:
Since August 2016, the municipality of Mamer has been granting a subsidy of 50% of the
amounts invoiced by the Service Krank Kanner Doheem (without exceeding an amount of
150 euros per child / school year).
Further information and the form to be filled in can be found on www.mamer.lu.
Sick children must stay at home and cannot be sent to school or to Maison Relais.

Centre for Speech
and Language Therapy
4, place Thomas Edison
L-1483 Strassen
Tel.: 44 55 65-1
www.logopedie.lu
info@cc-cl.lu
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SCAP
Counselling and support centre for disorders
of attention, perception and psychomotor
development
Building Le Cinq
5, Rue Thomas Edison
L-1445 Strassen
Tel.: 26 44 48-1
www.scap.lu
E-Mail: scap@scap.lu

SIPO Mamer
Services for children and families
7, rue du Millénaire
L-8254 Mamer
Tel.: 46 21 311
www.elisabeth.lu
E-Mail: info.saef@elisabeth.lu

CDV
Centre for the development
of visual abilities
17a, route de Longwy
L-8080 Bertrange
Tel.: 454306-1
www.idv.lu
E-Mail: info@cc-cdv.lu
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Lycée Josy Barthel Mamer
Our school sets the stage for success.
Whether in classical secondary education, in general secondary education or in the preparatory track, every student will have the opportunity to follow the right path in this Luxembourg public school.
A highly competent team of more than 200 people has been accompanying students on this path for 17 years now, from the "septième"
to the "première" and beyond, in an incomparable, family and friendly atmosphere, where the necessary discipline is not neglected.
Solidarity, sustainable development, common values and a modern,
high-quality education prepare the students adequately for the bacca
laureate exams and for working life after high school.
On the one hand, our school offers a wide range of innovative courses
and on the other hand, we also offer clear focuses on natural sciences,
architecture and languages.

Come and discover the Lycée Josy Barthel.
We are here for you!
Claude Christnach

Director
directeur@ljbm.lu

Contact us:
2, rue Gaston Thorn
L-8268 MAMER
Tel.: 26 31 401
www.ljbm.lu
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www.mamerschoulen.lu

